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1. Introduction
We introduce the story of rabbit Felix to the children.
Rabbit Felix has a mission in our partnership: he is the special guest in our schools and also the
postman in charge of carrying the mails and the works that the schools want to introduce to each other.
Here is the summary of everything he could see and collect during his two years long trip all around
our countries. That is why he is the narrator of this booklet.

Throughout this booklet I am presenting how the pupils and the teachers of your schools participated in
our project.
And first of all, I would like to introduce you Comenius whose our project has the name.

Who is Comenius?

COMENIUS is the latinized name of the Czech educational reformer and Protestant theologian Jan Amos Komensky (1592-
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1670). Last bishop of the old Moravian church (from 1632). Didactica Magna (1628-1632) was his best- known work. He
advocated teaching in the vernacular instead of Latin and favoured a universal system open to women as well as men. His
Visible World (1658) was probably the first children's picture book.

What is a Comenius project?
Working for the Comenius project is real group work, not only with different European partners, but also in each single
national group.
The first step is meeting other European partners in their own countries and schools: it is a stimulating direct comparison with
foreign realities even from a human and interpersonal point of view.
The following step is considering the results reached and stating the common targets between the meetings.
The last step is teachers' class work in every country: spreading Comenius ideas and carrying out techniques and
methodologies in order to optimize every school teaching environment, with particular regard to the problems connected with
the integration of immigrants.
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2. Presentation of the schools
Here is a presentation of your schools I have visited.

2.1 Marcel Pagnol, France
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2.2 Astrid-Lindgren-Grundschule, Rosenheim

2.3 TED Karabük Koleji;Karabük, Turkey
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TED KARABÜK COLLEGE is situated close to the city center and a pine tree forest with its
approximately 10000 m2 of enclosed and open area and offers the best educational facilities and
atmosphere for its pupils. Karabük is located in the north-west of Turkey and is 100 km far from
the Black Sea and 10 km from Safranbolu, which is in the list of the World Heritage and famous
for its "safran flower" and historical houses.
PRIMARY SCHOOL has got 11 classrooms, 1 Science Laboratory, 1 Language Class.
HIGH SCHOOL has got 10 classrooms, Physics, Biology and Chemistry Laboratories, 1
Computer Studies Room, 1 Meeting &Seminar Room. 1 Art, Music, History Class. 1 Library.
The number of the pupils is between 15-20 per class. 1 Dining Hall. 1 Dormitory for about 70
male and female pupils. 1 Multifunctional Conference Room.1 Gymnasium. 1 Canteen.
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2.4 Dimotiko Sxoleio Petrousa, Drama, Greece
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2.5 “Het Prisma”, Ghent, Belgium

Freinet school 'Het Prisma', Ghent, Belgium
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3. Our neighbourhood
Now, this is the presentation of your schools’neighbourhoods.
3.1. Marcel Pagnol, Draguignan

The old part of the town and the clock tower.

The market place and the church
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The cinema and the theater.

The town hall and the tourist office.

The legendary fairy stone and dragon.
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3.2 Astrid- Lindgren-Grundschule; Rosenheim
We were discovering Rosenheim one day and took some pictures for you.
We could walk because the city center is very close to our school.

Mrs Bramsiepe asked a cityguide to tell us a lot of things about Rosenheim.

The Max-Joseph-Platz

The Max-Joseph-Platz is the biggest and most beautiful square of Rosenheim.
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The fountain is covered because of the winter.

Long time ago there have been more gates. But only one is still existing today:
The Mittertor.

You can buy fruits and vegetables on this small market. The square is called Grüner
Markt – „Green Market“.
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In this road there are a lot of shops.
We also get to know the two churches of the city center:
The St. Nikolaus-Kirche and the Heilig-Geist-Kirche.

The Salin Garten is a small park in the middle of the center.
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Here we are in front of the KUKO.
It‘s a cultural center where they perform theaters and give concerts sometimes.

Now it was time for us to turn back to school.
(class 4c, R. Bramsiepe, M. Aumer)

Our nearest school neighbourhood

For presenting you our nearest school neighbourhood we decided to paint a city map.
We explain you how we reached our aim. A lot of steps were necessary.
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With wooden blocks we created the buildings.

Then we labelled the buildings and painted the roads, parks and the river Mangfall.
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After that we painted the outlines of the buildings.

Painting the city map was a lot of work!
(DaZ-group of class 3a, M. Aumer)
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3.3 TED Karabük Koleji; Karabük, Turkey
There are some specific views from Karabük

This is the retirement home just
opposite of our school, where our kids
often go to see the old people. When
they visit them, they take some
flowers to them, chat with them and
read some books to them.

You can see The Iron&Steel Factory in the picture above. The economy in Karabük
mainly depends on this factory. It has got approximately 3000 workers and produces 2
million tons of iron and steel per year.
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Here is the square where the National Festivals are held in front of Atatürk’s Statue.
Singers and music groups also give concerts in this square.

This is the clock tower of Karabük, which is easily seen from most parts of Karabük and
always shows the exact time.
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The picture on the left shows the biggest shopping center of the Black Sea District,
where you can shop the latest trends and the well-known brands. The other picture
shows one of the busiest streets of Karabük.
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3.4. Petrousa Drama

Maybe it’s the oldest building in the village
It was founded by the Greek
Bishop “Germanos” in 1832 .

It was destroyed by the Turkish artillery in
October 1912.Nowadays, people try to restore it.

Ema Dartson a German children‘s book writer who lives in Petrousa
Drama

Ema Dartson ‘s books
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She decorates her books with her own paintings

A part of Ema Dartson ‘s her book
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Ema Dartson with three of her five children
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3.5 “Het Prisma”, Ghent
Workshop on our neighborhood:
We took some pictures of our neighborhood in New Ghent.

The library in our neighborhood ‘Nieuw Gent’

This is the house where Eblien and Kylian are living.

We try to find some places on the air view and on the map. Later we created our vision of the ideal
neighbourhood.
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We showed the works to the children and their parents during a school forum.

We have made a film, interviews and a PowerPoint about this workshop in collaboration with
Ambrosias tafel.
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4. Christmas Customs
I had the chance to discover how you celebrate Christmas in your countries. Some
customs are similar but many are different.

4.1 French Christmas Customs
Christmas in Provence
Christmas is celebrated in different ways according to the region we are living in but as
we are living in Provence, we are going to show up some Provence customs.
We start celebrating Christmas about one month before, during the Advent period. We
have an Advent calendar and every day, we open a new window to discover a small
present or an image.
On the 4th of December, on the Sainte-Barbe’s day, we sow wheat sews or lentils in a
cotton plate. If on the 25th the sews have grown up it means that the harvest will be
good.

the Sainte-Barbe’s wheat
At school we learn Chritsmas carols and we make a present or a card that we offer to
our parents.
At home and at school, we also decorate a Christmas tree with balls and tinsel garlands.
Under the tree we set up a crib: there are small characters showing the life of a village
before and after Jesus was born. In Provence, they are small figurines made with cley.

the school’s tree
a crib
th
We celebrate Christmas on the 24th evening and on the 25 . During the eve, we share a
diner with our family and in Provence, we eat the "13 deserts".(see the joined
presentation about the 13th deserts)
Some families also go to church for the Midnight mass.
Santa Claus comes in the night between the 24th and the 25th to bring us presents that
he leaves under the tree.
Sometimes, he also comes at school.
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Then in January we eat the « Galette des Rois » on the 6th of January, at Epiphany, to
celebrate the Magi's arrival. Two kinds of pastries are eaten, one with frangipane and
one is a brioche.

"frangipane galette
brioche
In the "galette", there is a charm or a small figurine hidden and the one who finds it
becomes the king or the queen and wears the crown.
The traditional Provence Christmas 13 deserts
The 13 deserts are an old custom. It is a family and religious celebration.
They symbolize Jesus surrounded by the 12 apostles.
The deserts are displayed on one table after the late dinner that we eat while waiting to
go the mass. The 13 deserts are chosen among the following items:
Pastries:
the “pompe à huile” (it is a traditional pastry)
Sweets:
white nougat
black nougat
crystallized citrons
quince jellies
Dried fruits:
walnuts
almonds
dried figs
sultanas
Fresh fruits:
winter pears
apples
oranges
dates
white grapes
honeydew melon
plums
arbutus berries
These deserts are served with a “vin cuit”, a wine which has undergone heating during
maturation.
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the 13 deserts
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4.2 German Christmas Customs
Christmas at school (Weihnachten in der Schule)
Every Monday in the Advent season all students of the school meet in the auditorium.
(The Advent season are the for weeks before Christmas, including the 4 sundays).
Every time another class or group of children makes a performance. They sing
Christmas songs, recite poems, dance or show a theatre performance.
In the class rooms we have an Advent calendar with 24 doors. On the 1st of December
the first door is opened, then every day another one. In the doors we find a surprise,
chocolate or a picture.
In the first and second grade on the 5th of December Santa Claus is coming. He tells
the children, what they did good, if they behaved well in the past year or not. He brings
sweets, fruits and nuts.

Advent calendar with pictures

Advent calendar with little books in it

Advent wreath in one of the classrooms
Christmas tree at school
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Christmas at home (Weihnachten zu Hause)
In a lot of families Santa Claus is also coming at home. And they have an Advent
calendar.
In the flats they have an Advent wreath with 4 candles. This is a wreath made of
branches of a fir tree or a spruce. For every week before Christmas there is one
candle. On every Advent Sunday one candle more is lighted up. When all 4 candles are
burning, we know that it is Christmas.
We celebrate Christmas on the Holy Eve, the 24 th of December. In the evening the
Christ Child (Christkind) comes to the children. It has golden curls and wings like an
angel and it brings presents to the children.
We also have a Christmas tree, that we decorate.
The families eat together and sing Christmas songs. A lot of people got to church at
midnight to the Christmas mass. Also the 25th and 26th of December are holidays.

Advent wreath at home

Nativity scene under the Christmas tree

Christmas market on the Max-JosephSquare
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German version of the texts
Weihnachten in der Schule
An jedem Montag im Advent treffen sich alle Kinder in der Aula. Jedes Mal ist eine
andere Klasse dran mit einer Aufführung. Sie singen, sagen ein Gedicht auf, tanzen
oder spielen Theater.
Im Klassenzimmer haben wir einen Adventskalender mit 24 Türen aufgehängt. Am 1.
Dezember wird die 1. Tür geöffnet, dann jeden Tag eine weitere. In den Türen ist
immer eine Überraschung, Schokolade oder ein Bild.
In der 1. und 2. Klasse kommt am 5. Dezember auch der Nikolaus. Er sagt den Kindern,
was sie gut gemacht haben im vergangenen Jahr und was nicht so gut war. Er bringt
Süßigkeiten, Obst und Nüsse.

Weihnachten zu Hause
Zu vielen Familien kommt auch der Nikolaus und sie haben einen Adventskalender.
In den Wohnungen stellen sie einen Adventskranz mit 4 Kerzen auf. Für jede Woche
vor Weihnachten eine. An jedem Adventssonntag wird eine Kerze angezündet. Wenn
alle 4 Kerzen brennen, ist Weihnachten.
Das Weihnachtsfest feiern wir am Heiligen Abend, am 24. Dezember. Da kommt am
Abend das Christkind zu den Kindern. Es hat goldene Locken und Flügel wie ein Engel
und bringt Geschenke.
Wir haben auch einen Tannenbaum, den wir schmücken. Wir sagen Christbaum dazu.
Die Familien essen miteinander und singen Weihnachtslieder. Viele Menschen gehen
um Mitternacht zur Christmette in die Kirche. Auch am 25. und 26. Dezember sind
noch Feiertage.
Bekommt ihr auch Geschenke?
Habt ihr einen Tannenbaum?
Habt ihr einen Adventskranz und einen Adventskalender?
Lernt ihr Weihnachtslieder oder Gedichte?

(DaZ-group, class 4c, M. Aumer)
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4.3 TED Karabük Koleji, Turkey.

We celebrate the Christmas as it should be at our
school. As you see at the pictures above we decorate
the classrooms, we eat cakes and cookies, drink soft drinks, listen to music and dance.

Even a clown and a man in Santa Claus costume may be invited to the school to entertain the kids.

The picture on the left above shows the Bosporus Bridge in Istanbul, which is under the lights of
fireworks and the one on the right shows İstiklal Caddesi, which is beautifully illuminated at
Christmas.
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4.4 Greek Christmas Customs

A few things about Christmas customs
Dear students,
Christmas is a very happy celebration for Greece. About a month before Christmas we decorate a tree or
a boat in our houses. We also make delicious cakes and sweets. On Christmas all children sing carols
and people give them money or sweets. All families eat a special Christmas dinner. On Christmas Day,
we all go to church early in the morning. During Christmas holidays, all schools are closed for two
weeks. We would like to find out a few things about your Christmas customs. We also wonder about
new year‘s customs in Turkey.
Many Christmas greetings from fifth class of Greece

Babiden

Every 6th, 7th and 8th of January in various villages near Drama, my hometown, a curious event
takes place.
Its roots are related to the period that Dionysus, the god of sex and wine was said to have lived.
The people dress up like you can see to chase the demons out of town. Alcohol is permitted for all
ages.
I hope you enjoy as much as I enjoyed being there!
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4.5 Belgian Christmas Customs
Our exercises part 3 : How can you draw an other star with four points starting from a circle?

Christmas market in our school 'Het Prisma',
We send and received some Christmas cards (made by the children from all the partner
schools):
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5. Mathematics
Our exercises part 3 : How can you draw an other star with four points starting from a circle?
Then you exchanged Mathematics’ exercises to compare your ways of solving problems. I
joined the exercises and pupils’ solutions.

5.1 'Het Prisma' Ghent
Our exercises part 1:
1. In 2009 Enzo birthday was on a Wednesday. This year 2010 his birthday is on a Thursday. How is
that possible?
(Devine)
2. In Haiti there were 2OO.OOO death people by the earthquake, in Chili 700 . How many times
more deaths in Haiti than in Chili?
(Ilyes)
3. How can you use a round clock to drawn a perfect equilateral triangle?
(Sarah)
4. How can you use a round clock to drawn another figure, like a square or a hexagon?
(Arne)
Our exercises part 2:
How can you draw a star with four points starting from a square?
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How can you draw a star with four points starting from a circle?
Our exercises part 3 : How can you draw an other star with four points starting from a circle?
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5.2 Tricky exercises (brainteasers) from Greece

I have 2 big boxes with earrings. Each big box has 10 smaller boxes inside it.
Each small box has 2 earrings. How many earrings do I have?
(40earrings)

Today is Tuesday. What day will it be after 35 days?
(Tuesday)

Chara weighs 45 kilos. Marianna is 13 kilos heavier than chara. Thanos is
12 kilos lighter than Chara. How much do they weigh?

Antonia Kimtsari
6th class
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If a fisherman sold 1.5 kilo fish by 1.5euro, how much euros would he take if he
sold 3 kilos fish?
(3 euros)
Konstantinos Tsesmetzis
5th class

Some one asked Helen how old she was and she answered in two years‟ time my age
will be double than it was five years ago. So, how old is she?
(She is twelve years old)
Storks were flying and they were many. One of them had two storks in front, and one
behind, another stork had two behind. How many were the storks?
(They were three)

Eleni Iliadou
6th class
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Answers coming from the children of Het Prisma, Ghent :
1. We made a design of the situation. So, we were drawing 2 big boxes and inside of each box
10 smaller boxes with 2 earrings inside of each box. Then we found the formula: 10X2=2O
and 2O+2O=4O. The answer is, there are 4O earrings .
2. We took a calendar and by counting the 35 days we came to Tuesday again. So the answer is
Tuesday . We also discovered that this is the same for all products of the multiplication of 7. For
example: The day after 7 days is Tuesday, the day after 14 days is Tuesday, the day after
21 days is also a Tuesday and so on...
3. Chara: 45 kilos
Marianna: 45+13+ 58 kilos
Thanos: 45-12= 33kilos
Together they weigh 136 kilos
4.
This was very easy to find.
1,5kg-------1,5euro
3kg---------3euro
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5.3 Math problems from Germany
1. Julia has 3 stickers more than her friend Anja. Together they have 21 stickers.
Julia has ____ stickers.
Anja has ____ stickers.
2. Gabi and her sister, both of them together, are as tall as their grandpa.
Gabi is 113 cm and her grandpa 1,87 m.
How tall is Gabi's sister?
3. These are the class representatives of the classes of a primary school. Who is who?
Paint the children in the right order.
If Max was 8 cm taller, he would be 1,75 m.
Kevin is 15 cm taller than Esma. Luca is the tallest child in the class. He is 1 m 31 cm.
Kevin still needs to grow 10 cm and then he is 1,25 m.
Alex is 19 cm smaller than Max.
4. Willy tells us a brainteaser:
“In my class there are 11 boys and 15 girls. 14 children walk to school every day, the
others go by bus. All together 8 girls go by bus. How many boys go by bus?”
____ boys go by bus.
5. My number is 8 smaller than the double of 5x8.
My number is ____.
6. One picture stands always for the same number.
Find for
and a number, in order to have two right arithmetics.
 + =

 x =

Solutions
1. Julia has 12 stickers, Anja has 9 stickers.
2. Gabi’s sister is 74 cm / 0,74 m tall.
3. One possible order: Esma, Kevin, Luca, Alex, Max
4. 4 boys go by bus.
5. My number is 72.
6.
2•2=4
2+ 2 = 4
star = 2, cloud = 4
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5.4 Math problems from Turkey
MATHS PROBLEMS FROM TURKEY

1.How many cubes are there in the structure above which is made of unit, equal
cubes?

2. How many cubes with two red surfaces are there in the structure above when
the structure is painted red?
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3. When we form the cube above again, which surfaces will be parallel?

4.How many vertexes and edges are there in the geometrical structures above?
The chart
Vertexes

Edges

Regular square pyramid
Cube
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Regular hexagonal prism
Triangular prism
Triangular pyramid

5.Draw the 4th step according to the pattern rule.

…………….
1. step

2.step

3.step

4.step

6. Çağla will make a cacao cake for her 8 friends. However, the recipe that she
takes from her mother is just for 4 people.
CACAO CAKE
(4 PEOPLE)
1 cup of sugar
1 cup of cacao
1 cup of yogurt
1 cup of olive oil
2 cups of flour
2 eggs
1 packet of vanillin
1 packet of baking
powder



What should Çağla do in order to be able to make a cake for 8 friends?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………….


Write the ratio of the numbers of people in the recipe to Çağla’s friends who
will visit her.
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Number
of
people

Fill in the first line by writing the ingredients of the cake for 8 people. Then
fill in the other lines according to the number of people given.

Sugar

Yogurt

Olive
oil

Cacao

Flour

Eggs

Baking
powder

vanilli
n

2
cups

8

4
cups

16
1
2

cup
2

Days

Weather heat

Monday

9c.

Tuesday

13c.

Wednesday

16c.

Thursday

17c.

Friday

20c.

7. Karabük’s five-day weather heat is given in the chart above. What is Karabük’s
five-day average heat?

8. There are 12,25 kg. of apples in the first basket and 25,62 kg. of apples in the
second basket. We take 12,36 kg. of rotten apples from both of the baskets. So
how many kilograms of apples are there in the baskets now?

9.

9 150
_243 7
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73823
What is the sum of numbers that will be written in the place of
subtraction above?

and

in the

10. The doctor has given 150 ml. syrup to Barış. He wants him to drink it every 8
hours. There is 5 ml. syrup in one scale. So in how many days does he finish it?

6. History
You explained some historical points about your place and I discovered the mythical
animals living in your towns.

6.1 Marcel Pagnol
LEGEND OF DRAGUIGNAN’S DRAGON
There was SERPAN a green and yellow dragon who spits acid.

TIGREX, a very nasty dragon living on a volcano and spiting high flames.
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TOMA who has two small wings and big eyes.

MARINE, he is small and thin with small wings and flying very high. He spits lava.
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FALCOR, a blue dragon living in Fantasia land.

BOROCO, a 30 years old red dragon.

WALTER, a 100 years old dragon, who is a giant and multicolored. He lives in Texas. He is very ferocious.

JEAN, an orange coloured dragon, he is tall with small wings, big paws and a long tail.

MARCO is 23 years old. He is red with blue wings, he has a long tail and horns. He is a nice dragon.

NICOLAS ANELKA is a big orange and grey coloured dragon who is 35 years old. He can spit a strong fire.
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And also DRAGONI, a young 5 years old dragon. He is green and thin with a long tail.

And some more dragons.
Draguignan’s inhabitants were frightened and decided to build an huge monster, controled with levers, who could rid them of t hese dragons.

When they saw the monster, all the dragons were terrified and hid in different parts of the town.
The monster searched them thanks to a metamorphosis potion made by a witch who wanted to put a curse on the dragons.
He went to the Town Hall where he found some dragons he changed into mosaics or wrought ironed dragons.

The monster found other dragons hidden all around the town and each time he changed them into
an object:a fountain, a blazon, a sculpture, a gargoyle, a wall painting…
The last dragon was on the actual ‘Place du Dragon’ (‘Dragon’s square’)!

That is why since that day Draguignan lives peacefully under these dragons’ froozen eyes…
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On stone walls
,

On fountains

, On

, Or on other places…

As a statue

Dragons made with tissue

mosaics

Plastic dragons on panels

.

This dragon always has two crow’s feet, two wings, two piercing eyes, two sharp ears and a curly tail.

Texts written by pupils about the dragons in Draguignan

6.2 'Het Prisma', Ghent
Draguignan
Draguignan is een stad in Frankrijk en de naam Draguignan kwam uit de naam “dragon”. De
legende van de draak dus. Er was eens een draak kilometers ver van de stad
. Op een dag werd op hem gejaagd en hij kwam zich installeren in Draguignan. Hij vond het er leuk en
maakte alle ongelukkige mensen gelukkig. Maar op een dag werd hij vermoord door een man en zijn
naam veranderde. Iedereen kwam kijken naar de draak. Omdat het door de draak een gelukkige stad
was, gebruikten ze de naam “dragon” om de naam Draguignan als naam te geven aan de stad.
Remy Deschamp
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'Het Prisma', Ghent : stories about 'Dragons'

The dragon of Ghent
“Het Belfort” is built in 1313. The dragon on top of it, is the symbol of the protector, the guard of the
treasures of Ghent. The dragon was the guard of very important papers (privileges) of the city. The
dragon was made in 1377. He is made in Ghent and restored for several times. In 1380 the building of
“het Belfort” is completed with a wooden bell-tower. In the 19th century it‟s replaced by stones. The
bell “Roeland” is made in 1315 and was in use in 1325.
The dragon is 3,55m long, 1,50m wide 1,80m high and weighs 455kg.
“Het Belfort” is 91m high. Inside the building there is now a museum were you can see a very old
dragon who‟s more than 6 centuries old. There is almost nothing left of the sculpture. The other one is
a copy of the one who‟s now on top of the tower. In the museum you can also see four guards,
each one is looking at another side. The guards had to be awake. To be sure of that, they were
forced to run to the corner of the building each hour.
Text: Sarah Hinkeldein 6th class

The dragon of Ghent on top of „Het Belfort‟
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In the museum of Het Belfort you can see two dragons
The older children wrote a text about the dragon of Ghent and made there own dragons in clay and
in carton.
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Felix was in the kindergarten. He told about his visit of „het Belfort‟ and the dragon in Ghent. The
children and Felix made this dragon.

–
Free texts : based on the fanticy of the children:
in English:

Kind of dragons
(Part one)
We start with “ the furious night dragon”
It‟s a black dragon who‟s famous because of his speed. If he‟s spitting fire while flying you can see a
blue flash and he disappears.
The second dragon is a monster like a nightmare. It‟s a dragon who likes meat very much . He eats
only meat. He can spit fire very good, but is very bad in head bumping.

The Gronk
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(Part two)
This dragon is the opposite of the monstrous nightmare. He eats only fruits and vegetables. He is
bad in spitting fire but good in head bumping and so on.
The second dragon is Viper. It‟s a rather simple dragon. His specialty is biting and scratching. His
color is light blue and his favorite food is steak.

This part we start with Grip-Grap
(Part three)
This is a very lazy dragon. Now and then he spits fire but however you better don‟t tough him
because he can defense himself very good with his tale.
The second dragon is “ the two headed dragon”. This dragon is good in everything because his
attacks have a double effect. There are no other special things to say about him.
So this were the six dragons.
Text: Remy Deschamps - 5th class

In Dutch

Soorten draken
(deel een)

We beginnen met de nachtfurie. Een zwarte draak die bekend is om zijn snelheid, en als hij vliegt en
vuur spuuwt is het een blauwe flits en dan is hij verdwenen. Nu de tweede draak. De tweede draak
is de monsterlijke nachtmerrie. Een draak die heel erg graag vlees eet. Alleen vlees en heel goed
kan spuwen en zo voort maar hij is niet goed in kopstoten . Dit waren de eerste twee draken.

De Gronk
(deel twee)

Bij dit deel beginnen we met de Gronk. Deze draak is het tegenovergestelde van een monsterlijke
nachtmerrie. Hij eet alleen fruit en groenten en is niet goed in vuur spuwen, maar wel in kopstoten.
Dan gaan we nu naar de tweede draak de Viper. Een redelijk gewone draak met specialiteit bijten en
krabben. Hij is licht blauw en eet liefst biefstuk.
Dat waren weer de twee draken van dit deel. De laatste twee draken verwachten jullie al in het
laatste deel.

Dit deel beginnen we met de Grip-Grap
(deel drie)
Dit is een echte luilak. Af en toe spuwt hij vuur maar toch zou je hem beter niet aanvallen want hij
kan zich goed verdedigen met zijn staart. De tweede draak is de tweekoppige draak.
Het is een draak die in alles goed is omdat al zijn aanvallen dubbel effect geven. Veel meer
speciaals is er niet . Dus dat waren ze alle zes.
Remy Deschamps
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The big monster, the dragon

This monster is very special. Do you know which monster it is? It‟s the big dragon. It‟s very
dangerous and if there is a man he eats him. So watch out very good if you walk in the wood. Don‟t
go too far, ok? Because that‟s to dangerous. It‟s really through.
Text: Yanis Van Hamme

*
* *

'Het Prisma', Ghent in
English:
CASTLE OF THE COUNTS
The castle is build in 1180 by Philip of Alsace. It is built on a place where there was a tower of 30
meters before. They used the stones of this tower to rebuild the castle. There is a wall around the
castle to defend it from attacks. If they can break though the wall there is still the „Donjon‟ in the
middle. This gives the possibility to defend, to hide or to run away.
In early times they had no guns, these were made later. In this time they throwed stones and used
cross-bows and catapults. They also throwed boiling oil.
Issa (6the class)
in Dutch:
HET GRAVENSTEEN

Het Gravensteen werd gebouwd in 1180 door de Vlaamse graaf Filips Van den Elzas. Het is gebouwd
op een plek waar al een oude toren stond die vroeger 30 m hoog was. Met de brokken van de toren
hebben ze ook het Gravensteen opgebouwd. Er is een muur rond het Gravensteen om indringers tegen
te houden en als ze de muur doorbreken moeten ze nog de donjon (in het midden) doorgaan. Zo
hebben ze in het Gravensteen nog de tijd om zich voor te bereiden op een
verdediging, om zich te verstoppen of om weg te rennen.
Vroeger hadden ze nog geen geweren, dat werd pas later gemaakt. In die tijd gooiden ze met stenen en
gebruikten ze kruisbogen en katapulten. Ze gooiden ook kokende olie naar beneden.
Issa (6 de leerjaar)
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When we visited the CASTLE OF THE COUNTS / HET GRAVENSTEEN we took some
pictures
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Workshop :
The CASTLE OF THE COUNTS / HET
GRAVENSTEEN
We build our own castle
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Jacob Van Artevelde

He was a notorious and famous man in Ghent (ca. 1290-1345). Why?
The war between England and France lasts for hundred years.
France forbids Ghent to trade with England, and England stops his export of wool and provisions to
Ghent. There was a crisis and the peoples revolted.
Jacob Van Artevelde was one of the political and economical rulers in Ghent . He made it possible
that working-class peoples could take decisions in political items. He tried to rule a neutral politic
between France and England but later he was obliged to create an alliance with the king of England,
Edward III to be sure that Ghent got his wool from England. In spite of his efforts, the peoples of
Ghent thought Jacob Van Artevelde was the reason for the crisis. He was killed in his own house in
1345. He was 55 years old.
Now we can see his statue on the square called “Vrijdagsmarkt”. This was a very important square
in Ghent were they hold festivals, battles and matches. When you look at the statue you can see that
his arm points towards England. England is situated on the Westside of Belgium, over the North
see.
Text: Arne Verbanck 6th class
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6.3 Dimotiko Sxoleio Petrousas, Petrousa, Greece
The old baker houses in Petrousa Drama

All the old houses have a bakery. The old bakeries use to bake delicious village‘s bread as well as
meals, pies and rolls

Close to old bakery use to see the kneatling-through. The bread were made by floor, water and
yeast. The large baking pan was called pinakoti. The pinakoti was covered by a cloth
(pinakoutnik).Loupat was called the coal shovel.
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In the past people used to bake bread once per week because of busy agricultural job. Today the
chimney have stop smoked and most of them have destroyed.

The firewoods usually were bholm-oak and dry branch

Olympians Gods
1.Are the Olympian Gods real?
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Answers?
2.Which one of the twelve olympian gods is your favorite and why?
Answers?
3.What is the difference between a titan god and an Olympian god?
The titans were gods and they were having a great time but then Cronos had a son named Zeus. Zeus
started the war called titanomachy. Which was a war between Zeus and his siblings and the old gods
titans (their parents and relatives). The olympians (Zeus and company) over threw the titans and set
up a home for themselves on mount olympus
see below for sites

Source(s):
http://www.greekmythology.com/Olympians/…
htt p:/ /en.wiki pedia.org/w iki /Tit an_(m
yth…
htt p:/ /en.wiki pedia.org/w iki /Twelve_Ol
ym…

4.Olympian Gods with human traits?
All gods have human traits because humans create them.

5.What are the names of the top 12 Gods and Goddesses of Greek
Mythology. Hurry please!?
Twelve Olympians in Greek religion, were the principal gods of the Greek pantheon, residing atop
Mount Olympus.
- Zeus, King of the Gods, Ruler of Heaven. God of Thunder, Lightning, the Sky, Oaths
- Hera, Queen of Heaven, Goddess of Women, Marriage and Plenty
- Poseidon, God of the Ocean and Earthquakes
- Demeter. Goddess of Fertility, Agriculture, Nature and Seasons
- Aphrodite, Goddess of Love and Beauty
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- Apollo, God of Music, Healing and Prophercy, also identified with the Sun
- Ares, God of War and Warriors
- Artemis, Goddess of the Hunt, the Wild, and Chasteness, also identified with the Moon
- Athena, Goddess of Wisdom, Crafts and Warriors
- Hephaestus, God of Blacksmiths, the Forge, and Fire
- Hermes, The Messenger of the Gods, God of Commerce, Thieves and Trade
- Hestia, Goddess of hearth and home.

Source(s):
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Olym
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6.4 Astrid-Lindgren-Grundschule, Rosenheim
The theatre group performed this theatre that was written by R. Bramsiepe, their
teacher. We made also a film of the performance.
You can see it in internet: www.als-rosenheim.de at Projekte/ Comenius.
Here you can read the story:
At the town gate of Rosenheim
A story from the middle age

The nightwatchman is singing his song at the town gate.

The guards close the gate.
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The guards are relaxed. Not much is happening, some guests already had arrived
in the guesthouse. Now the teacher Pfingstl and his wife arrive, they live in the
Inn gate.

An old country woman arrives. She turns back from the mountains where she
visited her old ill mother on a mountain pasture. She has brought her fresh
fruit, spices and a big sheepskin rug. She is late because she lost her way.

The merchant Hinrichsen from Antwerp arrives. He brings new precious fabrics
to the town. He is late because his stagecoach was damaged close to Munich
because of the bad roads with potholes. And in the forests close to Rosenheim
they had been attacked by bandits. But the merchant was very brave, took their
gun, beat them and chased them to the forest.
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A tired hiker is arriving. The guards want to know where he comes from and where
he wants to go. He is Walter from Weimar. Because of his many sins he made a
pilgrimage to Rome and he is on his way back now. The guards don‘t know if they can
trust him. But as they see him barefooted, they decide to let him in

An italian ambassador arrives. He says that he has important news for the City
council. The guards fear that he might bring the Black Death to Rosenheim as it had
happened not long time ago. That‘s why they call Doctor Hahnemann. He has to
examine the ambassador. As he is healthy he gets the permission to enter the gate.

While they were waiting for the doctor a drunk came. The innkeeper of the
guesthouse banishes him from the town because he drank 10 cans of beer and did
not want to pay.

The theatre
group
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The „Tatzelwurm“
In the area around Rosenheim people tell stories about dragons.
The most famous is called „Tatzelwurm“. The legend says that the “Tatzelwurm”
is a quite shy creature. It’s about 50 to 200 centimetres long and lives in caves
in the mountains.
5 Very often the “Tatzelwurm” is also called gallery worm or stone cat. It is a
mixture between a snake and a lizard.
His name is composed of two words: „Tatzel“ (that means pad) and “worm”
(because it is a “half-dragon”). A “half-dragon” has a snakelike body and two
front legs with big pads.
10 His body is almost as thick as the arm of a man. His tail is as long as a finger.
His skin has scales like a snake and no hair. His colour is a mixture of different
colours: grey, brown, a bit red, yellow and green. His orange-yellow eyes twinkle
quite agressive.
His head is cat-like, but without visible ears, with small, fine teeth. The head is
15 fixed on the body without a neck.
The “Tatzelwurm” is said to be dangerous and aggressive, although he is also
known as a shy cave inhabitant.
But legends tell us that often he has attacked and badly injured human beings
and animals.
20 A very exciting fact is that a Tatzelwurm accretes in a very uncommon way.
A cock lays an egg into a lake, there it is hatched by the solar heat.
Finally a „Tatzelwurm“ emerges. Growing it can also become a lindworm.
Unfortunately we don’t know what a „Tatzelwurm“ eats.
How looks your „Tatzelwurm“ like? Read the story and paint it.
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Der Tatzelwurm
Auch in der Gegend um Rosenheim erzählt man sich Geschichten von Drachen.
Der bekannteste heißt „Tatzelwurm“. Der Sage nach soll der Tatzelwurm ein
relativ scheues Wesen sein, das zwischen 50 und 200 Zentimeter lang wird und
in Höhlen in den Bergen lebt. Oft wird der Tatzelwurm auch Stollenwurm oder
5 Steinkatze genannt. Er soll ein Mittelding zwischen Schlange und Eidechse sein.
Der Name gliedert sich in zwei Wörter: in „Tatzel“ (das bedeutet Pfote) und
„Wurm“ (weil es ein Halbdrache ist). Ein Halbdrache hat einen schlangenarteigen
Unterleib und zwei Vorderbeine mit großen Pfoten.
Sein Körper ist fast so dick wie der Arm eines Mannes. Sein Schwanz ist so lang
10 wie ein Finger. Seine Haut hat Schuppen wie eine Schlange und keine Haare.
Seine Farbe ist eine Mischung aus verschiedenen Farben: grau, braun, ein
bisschen rot, gelb und grün. Seine orange-gelben Augen funkeln angriffslustig.
Sein Kopf ist katzenartig, aber ohne sichtbare Ohren, mit kleinen feinen Zähnen.
Der Kopf geht ohne Hals direkt in den Oberkörper über.
15 Der Tatzelwurm soll gefährlich und aggressiv sein, obwohl er als scheuer
Höhlenbewohner gilt. Doch der Sage nach hat er oft Menschen und Tiere
angegriffen und schwer verletzt.
Das Spannende ist, dass Tatzelwürmer sich sehr ungewöhnlich vermehren. Ein
Hahn legt ein pech-schwarzes Ei in einen See, dort wird es von der
20 Sonnenwärme ausgebrütet und schließlich schlüpft ein Tatzelwurm, der auch zu
einem Lindwurm heranwachsen kann.
Was der Tatzelwurm frisst, wissen wir leider nicht.
Wie sieht dein Tatzelwurm aus? Lies die Geschichte und male ihn.
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Das sind ein paar Tatzelwürmer, die wir gemalt haben:

(class 3a, B. Fischer-Kuhn, M. Aumer)
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6.5 TED Karabük Koleji, Turkey.
The province of Karabük is located in the Western Black Sea Region, and is a tourism paradise
with its historical Safranbolu houses and ancient cities.
Karabük carries the rightful honor of representing the industrialization process in the history of
the Turkish Nation. In the first years of the Republic, as a result of the revolution decision of the Great
Leader Atatürk on the manner of industrialization, Karabük province was chosen for the foundation of
the first integrated iron - steel facility of Turkey, because of its proximity to the mine coal catchment
area and to the shoreline, because the province is located on the route of railway and because of its
strategic convenience.

Traditional
Houses

Turkish
Being strong and durable, functional,
economical and aesthetic are the basic
characteristics of the traditional Turkish
house. The houses are built along the roads
and on the edges of the squares in an order
which reflects a strong respect for the
neighbours. In most cases, the houses on
both sides of the roads, which follow the
configurations of the land, are separated
with high walls and have overhanging
sections on these walls, reaching towards the
street.
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Entrance to the house is generally through an inner door which opens onto the garden. When
household chores permitted, the lady of the house, whose privacy is ensured with the high walls, would
go upstairs and look around and chat with neighbours from the overhanging windows of the hall which
face either the street or the garden. The large windows of the upper floors protected with bars or grills
allowed this outlet.
Inside, the rooms were placed around a common space called sofa (hall), either on one or two sides or
all around it. Sofas were in a sense interior court yards. It is an area which provides work space during
the daily life as well as facilitating circulation among the rooms. They are opened to the outside
sometimes completely on one side and sometimes on both sides.
The rooms were arranged to meet all the needs of their occupants. There, one could sit and rest, sleep,
eat, worship, work and even take a bath. The recessed cupboards, open shelves, storage cupboards and
places for washing lining the walls functioned as built in furniture. The divans placed in front of the
windows were both seats and beds and left centres of the rooms free. The main living area of the house
was the upper floor while the ground floor was allocated to service spaces.
The materials used in the houses varied according to the regions and climatic conditions. Wood and
stone were used in the Black Sea Region while it was stone and wood according to the locale in the
West and the South and combinations of mud brick and wood in the Centre and the Eastern parts of the
country.

Safranbolu And Traditional Turkish Houses
Safranbolu:
The known history of Safranbolu, located
near the north western Black Sea cost of
Anatolia, in Karabük nearby Zonguldak,
dates back as far as 3000 BC.
Once a city of Roman Province of
"Paphlagonia", Safranbolu has hosted
many
civilizations
including
theRoman,Bzyantine,Seljuk and Ottoman
Empires throughout its history. During the
Ottoman era the town served as an
important junction on the KastamonuGerede(Bolu)- Istanbul route of the famous
silk-road. Safranbolu was at the same time
a popular residence for Ottoman royalty close to the Sultan and Grand Viziers.
The city received its name from the saffron which is native in Safranbolu. The powder obtained from
its flower is a very strong dye. Used in very small quantities, saffron adds a delicate flavour, distinct
aroma and a very unique colour to desserts and other food in the Turkish Cuisine. It is also used for
some Turkish carpets as a unique dye. Also unique in Safranbolu is the famous Çavus grapes with its
extremely thin skin and sweet flavour.
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Safranbolu displays its extremely rich historical and cultural heritage through 1008 architectural
structures displaying a good example of Turkish architecture, all preserved in their original
environment. These structures include the public buildings such as Cinci Hodja, Kervansaray and
Cinci Hodja, Hamam, Mosques of Köprülü Mehmet and Izzet Mehmet Pashas, The Tennaries Clock
tower, Old hospital premises, the guild of shoe makers, The Incekaya aqueduct, the old city hall and
fountains as well as hundreds of private residences. Rock tombs and tumulus just outside the city are
also of interest.
Safranbolu was placed in the world Cultural Heritage list by UNESCO in appreciation of the
successful efforts in the preservation of its heritage as a whole. Safranbolu has deserved its real name
for its houses.
These houses are perfect examples of old civilian architecture, reflecting the Turkish social life of the
18th and 19th centuries. The size and the planning of the houses are deeply affected by the large size of
the families, in other words a total member of a big family living together in one house. The
impressive architecture of their roofs has led them to be called as "Houses with five façades". The
houses are two or three storied consisting of 6 to 9 rooms, each room is entirely detailed and have
ample window space allowing plenty of light. The delicate woodwork and carved wall and ceiling
decorations, the banisters indoor knobs etc. all come together to form an unmatched harmony of
architectural aesthetics and Turkish art.

DOING JIGSAW PUZZLE
We went to Safranbolu and had a great time in that wonderful ancient city as 5-A students. We felt as if
we had travelled through time while walking in the streets of that amazing city. We took lots of photos
and used four of them as jigsaw puzzle at school. Now we want to share that work with you in this
presentation
A SCENE FROM SAFRANBOLU

WE WENT SIGHTSEEING IN SAFRANBOLU

OLD AGRICULTURAL TOOLS

WE JUST STARTED DOING THE PUZZLES
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WE WORKED A LOT

SOMETIMES WE FELT DISAPPOINTED

WE TRIED TO DO OUR BEST

WE NEVER GAVE UP
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WE ENJOYED OURSELVES

WE BEGAN TO PICK UP THE FRUITS OF THE WORK

WE DID HALF OF THE WORK

IT WAS ALMOST FINISHED

WE ADDED THE LAST PIECES

AT LAST WE MANAGED TO FINISH
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SECOND GROUP ALSO FINISHED

NEXT THE THIRD GROUP COMPLETED

THIS IS THE LAST GROUP
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WE WENT,
WE SAW,
WE TOOK PHOTOS,
WE HAD A GOOD TIME,
WE LEARNED NEW THINGS,
WE SUCCEEDED IN DOING THE PUZZLES.
5-A STUDENTS
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7. Geography with focus on rivers
7.1. Marcel Pagnol
L'eau autour de nous
Water aroud us
Draguignan est situé en Provence, une région du sud de la France.
Draguignan is located in Provence, a region in south of France.

Nous vivons donc près de la Mer Méditerranée que nous appelons aussi « la grande bleue ».
We live closed to the Mediterean Sea that we also call « the big blue one ».

Il y a donc beaucoup de ports et de plages. Et la mer nous apporte de nombreux poissons et coquillages
mais c'est aussi un lieu touristique très fréquenté.
There are many ports and beaches. The sea provides many fishes and shells to eat, but it is also very
attractive for tourists.
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Fréjus

Saint-Tropez

Une partie des côtes est protégée pour sauvegarder la faune et la flore locale, sur terre et sous mer. Il y
est alors parfois interdit de jeter les ancres des bateaux ou de s'y promener autrement qu'à pied.
Par exemple sur l'île de Port-Cros, il faut respecter certaines règles : pas de camping, de feu, de chien,
de bruit, de ceuillette, de véhicule motorisé ou vélo, et de pèche pour ne pas déranger les animaux et
respecter la flore.
A part of the seaside is protected in order to safeguard the local wildlife and fauna, on the ground and
under the sea. So, it is sometimes forbidden to cast boats' anchor or to go driving or cycling.
For example, on Port-Cros Island, many rules have to be respected : no camping, no fire, no dogs, no
noise, no picking, no motored vehicles or bikes, and no fishing ; these rules are imposed not to disturb
animals and to protect the fauna.

Mais, plus dans les terres il y a aussi les gorges du Verdon et le lac de Sainte-Croix. Le Verdon est une
rivière et un parc naturel a été créé avec son nom.
More at the north, in the land, there are the « Verdon canyon » and the lake Sainte-Croix. Verdon is a
rivière and a natural park has been created with its name.

Les gorges du Verdon sont étroites et profondes : de 250 à 700 mètres de profondeur. C'est un site
naturel protégé réputé pour être un des plus beaux canyon d'Europe du fait de son importance et de la
couleur turquoise du Verdon.
The canyon is narrow and deep : from 250 to 700 meters deep. It is a protected site famous as one of
the most beautiful canyon in Europe thanks to its size and the Verdon turquoise colour.

Ce lac est une retenue d'eau artificielle créée suite à la construction d'un barrage sur le Verdon. Il a
donc un intérêt économique mais il est devenu un haut lieu de tourisme où l'on peut se baigner, pécher
ou faire du bateau (mais seulement en bateau à voile ou électrique).
The lake is an artificial water reservoir created following the building of a dam on the Verdon. It has
an economic interest but it has also become a touristic place where we can go swimming, fishing or
sailing (or with electric boats, no motor).
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Et à Draguignan coule la Nartuby.
And in Draguignan, the river Narturby flows.

C'est une petite rivière qui traverse plusieurs communes.
It is a small river crossing several towns.
Malheureusement, de fortes crues ont eu lieu le 15 juin 2010 et ont causé beaucoup de dégâts et
l'inondation de Draguignan et d'autres villages.
Unfortunately, a violent rise in water level due to a strong rain on the 15 th of June in 2010 caused many
damage and floodings in Draguignan and other villages.
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Mais, grâce aux secours et à une solidarité entre les gens nous avons pu aider beaucoup de personnes
qui avaient perdu leur maison, leur voiture ou des choses personnelles.
Cependant il y a encore un traumatisme et nous savons que de telles catastrophes peuvent encore avoir
lieu.
Thanks to the aid and the solidarity between people we could help many people who lost their house or
car or personal things.
However, there still is a trauma and we know that such disaster may occur again.
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7.2 Astrid-Lindgren-Grundschule, Rosenheim
The rivers at Rosenheim – Mangfall and Inn
One day in March we made an excursion to take pictures of the rivers of Rosenheim.

Our school (in the back) is located directly at the riverside of the Mangfall.
The Mangfall is a 58 km long river that has its source in the lake Tegernsee, a lake in
the close mountains.

Behind the trees there is our school.
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Along the Mangfall there is also a bicycle route.

In the park along the river people like
to play ball games … or they just sit
there, meet friends and have a picnic.
For the children there is a playground.

The small river you see her is the
Hammerbach, a brook that crosses
Rosenheim. It is also very close to the
Mangfall. And in this part you can kayak.
The flat building in the front is the
kindergarten most of us frequented.
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When there is flood water the red sign
tells you not to use the bicycle route
and footpath.

At the Danone company (they make
yoghurt) at the riverside of the
Mangfall we asked this man about his
work.

Here last year a beaver
was living, now he has left
this place.
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Finally we reach the estuary of the Mangfall into the Inn.

In front you see the Mangfall, in the back the Inn.
The Inn is a 517 km long river that has its sources in Switzerland. At Passau it flows
into the Danube. The Danube then flows into the Black Sea.
Perhaps there some waterdrops originally from the Inn and the Mangfall meet
waterdrops from the rivers in our Turkish friend’s home, the province of Karabük.
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The Inn is quite broad here.

Because of the sunny day, we could also
see the mountains.

On the way back we pass the open air swimming pool of Rosenheim, also situated at the
riverside of the Mangfall. Because of springtime there is no water in the swimming pools
yet.
Do you recognise this part of the river?
Behind the trees there is our school
again.
(DaZ-group, class 3a, M. Aumer)
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Interesting facts about the river Inn
The class 4c visited the Innmuseum

Der Inn entspringt in der Schweiz beim Malojapass in 2484 Metern Höhe nahe dem
Lunghinsee.
The river „Inn“ rises in Switzerland close to the „Malojapass“ in the altitude of 2484
metres, near the „Lunginsee“.

Der Inn ist heute einer der längsten und mächtigsten Alpenflüsse mit einer Gesamtlänge
von 517 Kilometern.
Nowadays the river „Inn“ is the longest and most powerful river of the Alps with a
length of 517 kilometres.
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Der Inngletscher war der eiszeitliche Gletscher des Alpenflusses Inn. Dieser Gletscher
prägte die heutige Landschaftsform rund um Rosenheim entscheidend.
Die Gletscherzunge schürfte ein riesiges Stammbecken in die Gesteine, das heute das
Rosenheimer Becken genannt wird. Nach der Eiszeit füllte es sich mit dem Wasser des
Inns und es entstand der Rosenheimer See. Vor ca. 8000 Jahren lief der See gänzlich
aus.
The glacier „Inn“ was a Ice Age glacier of the river “Inn”. This glacier formed the
landscape around Rosenheim like it is today. The glacier made a big basin into the rocks,
that is called now „Rosenheimer Becken“ (“basin of Rosenheim”). After the Ice Age a lot
of water came into it. It was called „Rosenheimer See“ (“lake of Rosenheim”). 8000
years ago the lake lost its water by leakage.

Man wusch bis ins 19. Jahrhundert Gold aus angeschwemmten Kies- und Sandbänken.
Aus Inn und Isar wurden 1713634 g Gold gewonnen. Außerdem fand man im Inn Dukaten,
Münzen, Silberteller, Schmuck, Haifischzähne und das Skelett eines Urelefanten
Until the 19th century gold was washed out of the sand and gravelbanks.
1713634 g of gold we washed out of the river „Inn“ and „Isar“. In the river „Inn“ they
found coins, ducats, plates of silver, jewels, teeth of sharks and the skeleton of a
great-grand elefant.
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Das ist ein „Schoppermeister“, ein Handwerker, der früher die Schiffe für die
Innschifffahrt baute.
This is a handicrafter, called „Schoppermeister“. He built the boats for the shipping on
the river „Inn“.

Die Schiffe wurden aus Holzbrettern zusammengefügt. In die Schlitze haben die
Schiffsbauer Moos gestopft
The boats were built of wooden boards. Into the slits they put moss.
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Mehrere Schiffe wurden hintereinander gehängt und zu Beginn der Innschifffahrt
zogen Männer die Boote. Später jedoch ging man dazu über, dass Pferde die Schiffe
zogen, da diese ja viel stärker sind.
In the beginning of navigation on the river „Inn“, several boats were attached in a row
and several men were pulling them. Later horses, who were much stronger, pulled the
boats.

Hier ziehen 26 Pferde 6 Boote flussaufwärts.
26 horses are pulling 6 boats upstream.
Das Innere der Schiffe war sehr einfach eingerichtet.
The interior of the boats was very simply equipped.
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Hier sieht man den Schiffskoch.
Here you can see the cook of the ship.

Der Steuermann des Bootes stand auf dem Dach des Schiffes, was nicht gerade
ungefährlich war.
The pilot of a boat was standing on the roof of the boat. That was pretty dangerous.

Zum Bremsen haben die Schiffsleute Bremssteine ins Wasser geworfen, später haben
sie Schleifketten benutzt.
For slowing down the men have thrown stones into the water, later they used so-called
“Schleifketten” (“sliding chains”).
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Zum Transport der Waren benutzte man vor allem Fässer. Das war praktisch, weil man
diese rollen konnte. Transportiert wurden Waren wie Gewürze, Stoffe, usw.
For carrying goods mainly barrels have been used. That was convenient, because they
could be rolled. Goods such as spicery and fabrics have been transported.

(class 4c, D. Klemisch)
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7.3 TED Karabük Koleji, Karabük.

CLIMATE

The climate of the Karabük Province is partially Black Sea climate but as is
located inland, away from the sea the province can not make use of the moisture
air of the Black Sea and therefore is mostly under the effect of terrestrial climate.
However the severe winter colds and dry summer hot temperature of Central
Anatolia is not encountered. The most precipitant months are spring and winter
months.
The altitude of the city center of Karabük is 278m. Karabük, which is surrendered
by hills, shows the characteristics of catchment basin. The average altitude is
250-500m.
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RIVERS AND LAKES
The most important river of the province is Filyos River.
Filyos River takes different names from the point it comes out to the sea where it flows
into.
It is known as ‘Ulusu’ where it comes out, ‘Gerede Water’ while passing near Gerede,
‘Soğanlı Stream’ near Eskipazar and ‘Yenice River’ when it mixes with ‘Araç Stream’.
Filyos River, which also takes ‘Devrek Stream’ into its body, flows into the Black Sea. It is
288 km. long.
There are no big, natural lakes in Karabük.

VEGETATION COVER

% 60 of the province is covered with forests.
Dense forests can be seen in Safranbolu, Yenice and Eskipazar.
As the terrestrial climate is dominant around Eflani, Ovacık and Eskipazar, the
steppes can often be seen.
These areas mentioned above are covered with forests, but the regions over the
tree-growing altitude have got long grass lands.

CAVES
There are also some very nice caves to be seen in Karabük.
The most significant ones are Bulak and Hızar (Mencilis) Caves.
They are very valuable from the point of tourism and have got carstic formations.
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RIVERS AND LAKES
The most important river of the province is Filyos River.
Filyos River takes different names from the point it comes out to the sea where it
flows into.
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It is known as ‘Ulusu’ where it comes out, ‘Gerede Water’ while passing near
Gerede, ‘Soğanlı Stream’ near Eskipazar and ‘Yenice River’ when it mixes with
‘Araç Stream’.
Filyos River, which also takes ‘Devrek Stream’ into its body, flows into the Black
Sea. It is 288 km. long.
There are no big, natural lakes in Karabük.

ECONMY IN KARABÜK
Karabük is an industrial city. There is a great Iron&Steel Plant and about 40
rolling plants in Karabük.
There are also 3 textile factories.
Karabük is a university city with 12.000 students at Karabük University.
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7.4 Petrousa-Drama
Petrousa is 14km away from the city center of Drama. The old name of the village was “Plevna”
(until1919). It’s one of the most historical villages in the Perfecture of Drama with rich cultural
tradition. Today, about 2,000 inhabitants live here.

Initially, Petrousa was not built in the place it is situated today but much higher in the mountain,
where there were a lot of water-springs. But as time went by, the Greeks started buying some
fields in the foot of the mountains and at the edge of the plains. In the beginning, people built
small houses and barns but later they built bigger ones.
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They were built in a way that the foundations and the first floor were made of stone. The wall
was about half metre thick so as it helped with the weather conditions (it helped with cold and
heat).
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7.5 Ghent

There is a lot of water in Ghent. This one is called ‘Kraanlei’.
In the back you can see some small boats for tourists.

In Belgium we have three important rivers
De Schelde which is 430 km long, De Maas is 950 km long and de IJzer 78 km. They all
rises in France and traverses Belgium. De IJzer discharges in the North Sea in Nieuwpoort.
De Maas and De Schelde discharges into the North Sea in The Netherlands(Holland)
Ghent is a city in Belgium. Ghent is the capital of East-Flanders . The city has 237.000
inhabitants. In Ghent, there were two rivers that join or meet each other: De Leie and The
Schelde. This was very important for the development of the industry in Ghent because ships
from the Northsee could enter the city . But this confluence, as it existed in the past is not
anymore. They filled up parts of the rivers because of hygienical reasons and of traffic
requirements. In Ghent we also have De Lieve and a very important channel GhentTerneuzen.
Questions for the Turkish school :
1. How long/big are the rivers in Turkey ?(Efekam 5the year)
2. Witch one is the biggest river in Turkey ? (Ilyes , Enzo 5 th year)
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Did a river ever overflow in Turkey ? What was the reason? (Edeme 2de year)
Are there sources in Turkey and were? (Efekam)
How can there be waves in a river? (Edeme)
Do you have waterfalls and rapids in Turkey? (Enzo)

Answers from the Turkish school :
1- There are about 15 big rivers in Turkey.
2- The longest one is Kızılırmak.
3- Of course, many rivers overflew in Turkey. When it rains heavily for a few days and
the snow on the mountains melts suddenly, rivers overflow.
4- Yes, there are. Generally they are on the mountains.
5- You can’t see waves as the ones you see in the sea.
6- Of course, we have.

We did a workshop about rivers
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We made a River with sand and water to show at the children of the kindergarten how a river
rises.

We showed our work about rivers to the parents and the children of our school
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8 Meetings
8.1. Meeting in Ghent
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8.2- Meeting in Petrousa-Drama
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8.3- Meeting at TED Karabük Koleji, KARABÜK
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